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Abstract. Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a key enabler to support integration of building data within the buildings 11 
life cycle (BLC) and is an important aspect to support a wide range of use cases, related to intelligent automation, navigation, 12 
energy efficiency, sustainability and so forth. Open building data faces several challenges related to standardization, data inter-13 
dependency, data access, and security. In addition to these technical challenges, there remains the barrier among BIM developers 14 
who wish to protect their intellectual property, as full 3D BIM development requires expertise and effort. This means that there 15 
is often limited availability of building data. However, a Linked Data approach to BIM, combined with a supporting national 16 
geospatial identifier infrastructure makes interlinking and controlled sharing of BIM models possible. In Ireland, the Ordnance 17 
Survey Ireland (OSi) maintains a substantial data set, called Prime2, which includes not only building GIS data (polygon foot-18 
print, geodetic coordinate), but also additional building specific data (e.g. form, function and status). The data set also includes 19 
change information, recording when changes took place and who captured and validated those changes. This paper presents the 20 
development of a national geospatial identifier infrastructure based on an OSi building ontology that supports capturing OSi 21 
building data as RDF. The paper details the different steps required to generate the ontology and publish the data. First, an initial 22 
analysis of the data set to generate the ontology is discussed. This includes identification of mappings to existing standards, e.g. 23 
GeoSPARQL to handle geometries and PROV-O to handle provenance, to the development of R2RML mappings to generate 24 
the RDF and the method for deploying the ontology and the building graphs. This data is then made available dependent on 25 
different licensing agreements handled by an access control approach. Methods are then presented to support the interlinking of 26 
the authoritative data with other building data standards and data sets using geolocation, followed finally by discussion and future 27 
work.   28 
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1.  Introduction 31 

Access to reliable structured data plays a central 32 

role in supporting existing and future services for 33 

managing smart and sustainable buildings and cities 34 

[1]. ICT solutions are becoming increasingly im-35 

portant for data integration [2] and for supporting new 36 

control and monitoring capabilities for managing 37 

buildings. Building Information Modelling (BIM) has 38 

been identified as a key enabler to support integration 39 

of building data not only within the buildings life cycle 40 

(BLC), which includes its design, construction, opera-41 

tion and re-design (e.g. renovation), as well as demo-42 

lition/recycling [3] [4], but also with other data 43 

sources, such as those related to geolocation, people 44 

and their behavior, weather, energy, etc. [5]. Open 45 

building data has the potential to support new and in-46 

novative services to support intelligent automation, 47 



navigation, energy efficiency and sustainability, but 48 

faces several challenges, related to standardization, 49 

data interdependency, data access, and security [6]. In 50 

addition to these technical challenges, there remains 51 

the barrier amongst building data owners who wish to 52 

protect their intellectual property, as full 3D building 53 

model development requires expertise and effort [7]. 54 

This means that there is often limited availability of 55 

data about buildings. One way to bridge the gap be-56 

tween individual building models and the broader spa-57 

tial environment, and to enable building data interlink-58 

ing, is to create a common digital spatial infrastructure 59 

upon which building data can be consistently inte-60 

grated, referenced and perhaps retrieved [8], [9]. Geo-61 

spatial Linked Data is a technical mechanism to 62 

achieve this goal. Publishing data is not enough. The 63 

fundamental service of such a system is the sensing, 64 

classification, verification and maintenance of a con-65 

sistent building identifier system over the long term.  66 

In 2014, Ordnance Survey Ireland (OSi, Ireland’s 67 

national mapping agency) delivered a newly devel-68 

oped spatial data storage model known as Prime2 [11]. 69 

With Prime2, OSi moved from a traditional map-cen-70 

tric model to an object-oriented model from which 71 

various types of mapping and data services are pro-72 

duced. Prime2 currently holds information of over 50 73 

million uniquely identified spatial objects (road seg-74 

ments, fences, rivers, lakes etc.); of which some have 75 

more than one geometric representation. This includes 76 

over 3.5 million buildings. Each building has GIS data 77 

(polygon footprint and geodetic coordinate) and addi-78 

tional data such as form, function and status, as well 79 

as provenance data related to changes made to the 80 

building over time. Each Prime2 spatial object had a 81 

unique 128-bit identifier assigned (GUID/UUID) for 82 

internal tracking. A challenge was converting these to 83 

easily accessed and maintained external identifiers. 84 

This paper presents the development of the OSi 85 

building ontology and the generation of the OSi build-86 

ing data as Linked Data (LD) [12]. As this LD is au-87 

thoritative, it provides an excellent basis for interlink-88 

ing with other building and building related data sets 89 

supporting the iterative development of ever more 90 

complex and integrated building models. The paper is 91 

structured as follows. Section 2 presents the back-92 

ground and related work, with a focus on the important 93 

role of standardization to support interoperability. 94 

Section 3 describes the methodology for developing 95 

the ontology and generating the RDF data. For each 96 

step in the methodology, how it is applied to the OSi 97 

building data schema is described. This consists of an 98 

initial analysis of the data which includes identifica-99 

tion of mappings to existing standards, e.g. for the OSi 100 

building data, GeoSPARQL [13] to handle geometries 101 

and PROV-O [14] to handle provenance. In section 5 102 

the ontology development is described. This is used as 103 

a basis for the definition of R2RML mappings to gen-104 

erate the RDF using open software, which is then pre-105 

sented in section 6.  106 

Section 7 presents a method for allowing access 107 

rights dependent on different licensing agreements is 108 

then presented, to support selective access to data, an 109 

important requirement for building data which may be 110 

sensitive, or have value which can be monetized. This 111 

is followed by section 8, a presentation of use cases to 112 

demonstrate the use of the published data to support 113 

the interlinking of the authoritative data with other 114 

BIM standards (Industry Foundation Classes [15]) and 115 

data sets (DBpedia [16], open governmental data and 116 

Irish Central Statistics Office data [17]) based around 117 

the authoritative URIs and geolocation, thus providing 118 

a basis for interlinking and integrating open building 119 

data. Finally, the conclusion and future work is pre-120 

sented.  121 

2. Background and Related Work 122 

As the Prime2 data set is a geospatial data set, we 123 

first explore Geographical Information Systems (GIS) 124 

and the CityGML standard for representation these 125 

types of data. Next Building Information Modelling 126 

(BIM) is discussed, and the Industry Foundation Clas-127 

ses (IFC) standard. Finally, approaches to the use of 128 

Linked Data (LD) and ontologies to support structured 129 

data, accessible over the web are discussed.  130 

2.1. Geographical Information Systems  131 

GIS systems are information systems with an added 132 

geo-reference [18][19]. The geospatial information as-133 

sociated with GIS systems allow spatial analysis to be 134 

performed. GIS data has a vast array of use cases in-135 

cluding the monitoring of weather systems across a re-136 

gion, predicting population densities in a city and vis-137 

ualising real time traffic jams in a certain location. 138 

Analysis of GIS data gives important location-based 139 

insights which may have previously been overlooked. 140 

Geospatial information in a GIS system typically in-141 

cludes the coordinates of features of an object, based 142 

on the real-world location (geolocation) of the object. 143 

The relationship between features of the object can 144 

also be defined. Such features may include the walls 145 

of a building, and how certain walls relate to one an-146 

other by being associated with a room within the 147 

building. GIS features are commonly represented in a 148 



2D coordinate system. A building would be repre-149 

sented by its top-down building footprint. A GIS sys-150 

tem representation of a building will also include the 151 

building within the context of other geospatial features, 152 

such as infrastructure and natural features. This makes 153 

the information relevant to building designers and 154 

public planning organisations, planning for navigation, 155 

fire services, energy grids, etc. 156 

2.1.1. CityGML: A Standard for GIS 157 

Recent research in GIS primarily focuses on the de-158 

velopment of 3D geospatial models [18]. Such sys-159 

tems facilitate the modelling of complex internal 160 

structures of buildings, tunnels and bridges in the ge-161 

ospatial domain. City Geography Markup Language 162 

(CityGML) is currently the state of the art standard in 163 

3D GIS modelling, providing an XML based data 164 

model for the storage and exchange of 3D models [20]. 165 

CityGML is implemented as an application schema for 166 

the Graphical Modelling Language (GML), by the 167 

Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), and it allows 168 

capturing 3D models of cities and landscapes. This in-169 

cludes the description of objects geometry, topology, 170 

semantics and appearance between thematic classes, 171 

aggregations, relations between objects, and spatial 172 

properties. This 3D GIS modelling approach is closer 173 

to Building Information Modelling (BIM) than 2D 174 

GIS, however work still remains in providing seam-175 

less integration of these two representations [8]. In 176 

CityGML, buildings are described at five levels of de-177 

tail (LOD), and at its most detailed level, this includes 178 

descriptions of rooms, furniture, openings and instal-179 

lations (lamps, radiators). It usually does not have the 180 

kind of detail found in an Industry Foundation Classes 181 

(IFC) data model though (see 2.2.1). 182 

2.2. Building Information Modelling 183 

The concept of Building Information Modelling 184 

(BIM) has been created to support the vast amount of 185 

data associated with buildings. This data is generated 186 

across the building’s life cycle (BLC) and requires 187 

maintenance and management throughout the BLC. 188 

BIM describes an integrated data model for storing all 189 

information relevant to the BLC, typically relating to 190 

the functional and physical characteristics of a build-191 

ing [4]. This primarily includes a 3D model of the ar-192 

chitectural design, detailing the positions and dimen-193 

sions of a building’s walls, rooms, windows, doors, 194 

roof, etc. BIM also facilitates the inclusion of non-195 

physical building features such as the building costs, 196 

accessibility, safety, security and sustainability [21]. 197 

BIM is therefore capable of capturing all aspects of a 198 

building that exist throughout the BLC, aiding stake-199 

holders at all stages of the BLC. As the authors state 200 

in [18], “it is clear that BIM is not just a piece of soft-201 

ware, but also a process that contributes to the work-202 

flow and project delivery process.”  203 

The use of BIM is active and growing in Ireland, 204 

with a 2016 Irish Digital Transition Survey reporting 205 

that 76% of respondents possess confidence in their 206 

organization’s BIM skills and knowledge [22]. Ireland 207 

is looking to follow the UK process, which has had a 208 

strong drive to generate Level 2 BIM for all centrally 209 

procured projects in England, Wales and Northern Ire-210 

land. Like the UK, challenges remain in Ireland for 211 

SMEs who must weigh the known benefits against 212 

barriers, such as costs of software and training [23]. 213 

The availability of open building data is also subject 214 

to these same issues in Ireland, as across the globe, i.e. 215 

that there are still many barriers to sharing building 216 

data, related to standardization, data interdependency, 217 

data access and security [6].  218 

To better support existing and future use cases, it is 219 

important that developers be given access to available, 220 

open and authoritative (i.e. trustworthy) building data. 221 

Currently, GIS and other data sources, can be used to 222 

construct rudimentary building data models, based on 223 

location, and other attributes like address, are availa-224 

ble openly. In Ireland, these data are scattered between 225 

different services including the aforementioned 226 

data.gov, as well as DBpedia. Linking these data 227 

sources with an authoritative building data dataset, 228 

provides an important step toward making building 229 

data available and the use of open standards is a nec-230 

essary requirement to support this process. Standardi-231 

zation of datasets is an important part of ensuring data 232 

interoperability [24]. 233 

2.2.1. Industry Foundation Classes 234 

Within the Architecture, Engineering and Construc-235 

tion (AEC) community, the leading standard around 236 

the concept of BIM is Industry Foundation Classes 237 

(IFC), developed by buildingSmart [25]. IFC is also 238 

the only standards for exchanging building infor-239 

mation which is also an ISO PAS standard [15], and 240 

so it remains a primary candidate for exchanging 241 

building data. IFC is a non-proprietary data model, 242 

which addresses several core data domains, required 243 

for building AEC processes (architecture, structural 244 

analysis, control, etc.), enabling information to be 245 

passed between different stakeholders across the BLC. 246 

IFC has seen major government clients in the UK, 247 



Norway, and Finland, as well as a growing commit-248 

ment in China [26] and the US [27]. IFC is based upon 249 

the EXPRESS schema and maintains a complex set of 250 

relationships. This complexity can be a barrier to non-251 

experts, for example, web developers, who may want 252 

to make use of available models to support their appli-253 

cations, be they related to navigation, building con-254 

trols, sustainability, etc. This combined with a reluc-255 

tance of owners of IFC models to share those models, 256 

due to for example security concerns or protection of 257 

intellectual property (developing a full IFC model can 258 

be a labour-intensive task), means that the current sit-259 

uation is a severe lack of openly available IFC models 260 

available to developers.   261 

2.3. Linked Data to Support Interlinking 262 

Linked Data (LD) is an approach to expose, share, 263 

and connect related data, which was not previously 264 

linked, on the Web [12]. RDF and textual (HTML) 265 

content do not just live next to each other on the Web 266 

of Data but are also indirectly connected to each other. 267 

In modern AEC, data related to different domains such 268 

as building geometry and topology data, sensor data, 269 

behaviour data, geo data, are generated and consumed 270 

across BLC stages. The representation of building data 271 

as linked data has the potential to meet the require-272 

ments for storing and sharing those data. However, 273 

those data have to be represented as or at least tagged 274 

using RDF. With the development of the ifcOWL [28] 275 

standard in buildingSMART [29], this is now possible.  276 

IfcOWL transforms the well-established IFC stand-277 

ard, defined in EXPRESS schema, into OWL opening 278 

up the potential for linking ifcOWL, and other ontolo-279 

gies for representing building data, with other domains 280 

such as Smart Appliances Reference ontology 281 

(SAREF) [30], DogOnt [31], the Semantic Sensor 282 

Network (SSN) and SOSA (Sensor, Observation, 283 

Sample, and Actuator) for sensor devices domain1, 284 

etc.. An approach has also been developed to trans-285 

form GbXML into OWL [32] in the building energy 286 

simulation domain, and there is an openly available di-287 

rect conversion of CityGML as OWL [33]. From this 288 

snapshot of ontologies in the building domain, there is 289 

no shortage to satisfy a range of data modelling re-290 

quirements for building and building related data. 291 

Therefore, methodologies for Linked Data generation 292 

to transform existing resources into Linked Data to-293 

gether with linking to authoritative building data, like 294 

 
1 https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/ 

that provided by the OSi, can provide a sound basis for 295 

interlinking these ontologies.  296 

Several research projects have and are looking at 297 

the issue of linking Geospatial data with building data. 298 

The integration of IFC for the preconstruction stage of 299 

a building to support site planning, in terms of locali-300 

zation of materials and services appropriate for opti-301 

mized productivity of a particular construction project, 302 

was examined in [34]. Other research has investigated 303 

the conversion of standards such as IFC directly into 304 

CityGML [35] [36] [37]. More recent work has spe-305 

cifically looked at converting IFC models into Geo-306 

SPARQL. GeoSPARQL is an Open Geospatial Con-307 

sortium (OGC) standard which not only defines a vo-308 

cabulary for representing geospatial data on the Se-309 

mantic Web, but also specifies an extension to the 310 

SPARQL query language for processing that geospa-311 

tial data [13]. 312 

None of this ongoing work was an exact fit for the 313 

OSi Prime2 geospatial data, but RDF and OWL ena-314 

bled us to re-use and extend existing schemata. OGC’s 315 

GeoSPARQL provides the core geospatial feature 316 

model and it was extended to create specific feature 317 

types like building, boundary, way from the Prime2 318 

model. The W3C PROV-O ontology provided im-319 

portant primitive properties for describing the data 320 

sources, change authority and the series of changes to 321 

a feature like a building as it evolves over time. One 322 

thing that W3C PROV-O does not specify is the ver-323 

sioning strategy itself i.e. when and how new geospa-324 

tial feature objects should be created and thus this is 325 

up to the users of PROV-O to decide. OWL provided 326 

ontology metadata such as authorship and versioning 327 

and the Dublin Core vocabulary [38] and the defacto 328 

metadata standard provided by the LODE (Live OWL 329 

Documentation) web service was an important guide.  330 

2.4. Ordnance Survey Ireland Building Data 331 

The Ordnance Survey Ireland (OSi) maintains GIS 332 

data for the Republic of Ireland. OSi aims to leverage 333 

user engagement with their geospatial information 334 

(and derived data and services), as it has a legal man-335 

date to do so in Ireland. One of the initiatives they 336 

launched is called GeoHive (http://www.geohive.ie/), 337 

allowing easy access to publically available spatial 338 

data – but not as Linked Data (LD). Though Open-339 

StreetMap, Google Maps, etc. allow people to easily 340 

engage with maps, the information provided by those 341 

are i) not authoritative, and ii) not always correct. One 342 

https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/
http://www.geohive.ie/


of the major discrepancies that can be observed be-343 

tween these services and the information provided by 344 

the OSi are the points that refer to buildings. Where 345 

the former usually uses the entrance as the point, the 346 

OSi uses a building's centroid as a reference next to 347 

keeping track on which street the main entrance can be 348 

found. The latter can thus give a better indication of 349 

the size or location of a building with respect to the 350 

surrounding streets, for example. 351 

The OSi aims to adopt the Linked Data principles 352 

as one means to publish its geospatial data. By doing 353 

so, it facilitates the exploration, adoption and use of 354 

OSi's authoritative geospatial datasets. In [39],[40], 355 

we reported on data.geohive.ie, which publishes and 356 

serves Ireland’s authoritative boundary datasets as 357 

Linked Data on the Web. We note that the boundary 358 

data made available in the previous subsection was 359 

made available with an accessible license under OSi’s 360 

open data release. Government departments and pub-361 

lic-sector bodies under the National Mapping Agree-362 

ment (NMA) [41] (an Irish agreement) have unre-363 

stricted access to most of OSi’s geospatial data. With 364 

the NMA, one can request access to other datasets 365 

such as buildings and infrastructure. Stakeholders who 366 

fall under the NMA can request access to OSi data and 367 

services, which are also made available as dumps and 368 

shared over FTP.  369 

Others who wish to avail of OSi’s data that do not 370 

fall under this agreement, e.g., commercial entities, 371 

need to interact with the OSi’s commercialization 372 

team and pay a license fee for obtaining the data, 373 

which can also be provided as dumps or web services. 374 

Nonetheless the OSi is in the process of making a sub-375 

set of its building data publicly available without a li-376 

cense. This work addresses that subset. In the next sec-377 

tions we describe the creation of the ontology to rep-378 

resent that subset of building data which is being made 379 

publicly available.  380 

3. Methodology 381 

The methodology for generating the ontology from 382 

a data set and of converting the data and deploying it 383 

involves 5 high level steps presented in Fig. 1. Step 1 384 

consists of an analysis of the data set to identify suita-385 

ble mappings to other available ontologies and data 386 

sets. The goal of this analysis is to (a) provide richer 387 

semantic descriptions of concepts and (b) to support 388 

interlinking of the data and further enrich the amount 389 

of available data to describe concepts. This first step 390 

requires a domain expert who is familiar with suitable 391 

ontologies and standards to identify suitable mappings. 392 

Step 2 is the development of the ontology by an ontol-393 

ogy engineer. This can be achieved using existing 394 

tools, such as Protégé [42] or through any text editor. 395 

Step 3 is the process of writing the R2RML [43] map-396 

pings using a standard text editor, which are then 397 

stored as the RDF turtle syntax. R2RML supports con-398 

verting relational databases to RDF datasets, or in fact, 399 

converting any tabular data (csv, tsv). This requires 400 

knowledge of R2RML and requires some knowledge 401 

of writing SQL queries. 402 

To write meaningful mappings, the author of the 403 

R2RML must also understand the ontology and the 404 

structure of the data set. Step 4 consists of running the 405 

R2RML Java processor developed and extended by 406 

the ADAPT Centre [44][45].  407 

 408 

Fig. 1 Methodology for publishing RDF generated from tabular data 409 



This is a manual process, which requires a small 410 

configuration file to specify the connection to the da-411 

tabase, the name of the R2RML input file and the 412 

name of the RDF output file. Step 5 is a manual pro-413 

cess, which involves setting up an RDF triplestore and 414 

uploading the RDF, although this could be automated 415 

if required. If the data set is to support geometries, an 416 

appropriate server must be used, e.g. Parliament [46], 417 

Stardog [47], Strabon [48] or Fuseki [49]. Once the 418 

RDF is uploaded to the triplestore, SPARQL queries 419 

can be enacted over the available endpoint. Due to the 420 

restricted nature of the OSi building data, different li-421 

censing must be taken into consideration when access-422 

ing it. This is not the case for the building URIs, and 423 

these thereby provide a unique addressing scheme for 424 

linking, but for geometry and other building data an 425 

approach is described further in the paper for manag-426 

ing access control in this step. We now describe each 427 

step as applied to the OSi building data set in more 428 

detail.  429 

4. Analysis of OSi building data Schema 430 

This section describes the application of Step 1 and 431 

the analysis of the Prime2 DLM_CORE. DLM Core is 432 

a non-normalized subset of Prime2 provided to OSi 433 

customers and is the data which was provided to 434 

ADAPT for the purpose of this research. Most of the 435 

concepts carry over and it is expected that only small 436 

changes will have to be made to the mappings to use 437 

Prime2 directly in the future. It should be noted that 438 

due to intellectual property restraints on the internal 439 

structure of the DLM_CORE, we obfuscate the col-440 

umn names and include only exploratory examples of 441 

the R2RML mappings (section 6), and not the actual 442 

mappings. This section provides a description of the 443 

current understanding of the Prime2 building data as 444 

derived from the DLM Core data dump provided by 445 

the OSi. Fig. 2 (an extension of the figure presented 446 

here [50]) depicts a high-level overview of the Prime2 447 

Building related concepts, taken from the building 448 

data view in DML_CORE which has the point geom-449 

etry data for the building, alongside all other concepts. 450 

The first we discuss here is an abstraction of the geo-451 

metric point column, which we call Placement, related 452 

to the geolocation of the building. This is represented 453 

by a 2D point derived from determining the median of 454 

the polygon which represents the 2D footprint of the 455 

building. The second is taken from the 2D footprint (a 456 

polygon) called here Geometry. In Prime2, this may 457 

also be a 3D object when an additional height property 458 

is included, thus conforming to LOD1 in CityGML. 459 

 460 

 461 
Fig. 2: Conceptual Overview of Prime2 (DLM_CORE) Building Data 462 



Prime2 geometries are encoded as Oracle SDO ge-463 

ometric objects. These are a geometric description of 464 

a spatial object stored in a single row2.  Each point of 465 

the polygon is represented by its own geodetic coordi-466 

nate according to a reference system, for example Irish 467 

Transverse Mercator (ITM), or WGS84 [51]. There is 468 

also a value to indicate the resolution of the data, e.g. 469 

20 meters, 50 meters or 100 meters, although these are 470 

not relevant for buildings, being used for boundary 471 

data, such as counties, electoral divisions, etc. The 472 

third concept is an Address. The Prime2 database ref-473 

erences an address database called GeoDirectory3 us-474 

ing a geo_id, which is an integer, and this is not yet 475 

required to be represented within the OSi.  476 

The fourth and fifth concepts are building-specific. 477 

These are the Form and Function of the building. 478 

Form represents the physical form of the building, for 479 

example whether it is a “Building General” or “Bar-480 

racks” and is an enumerated list of these type of values. 481 

Function, similarly to Form, is an enumerated list of 482 

values, but represents the use of the building, e.g. 483 

“Bank” or “Army Barracks”. Some building forms 484 

have only one use, for example “Airport Terminal”. 485 

Others, like building general can have multiple func-486 

tions, e.g. airport building, bakery, courthouse, etc. It 487 

is also possible that a building will share a form and 488 

function, e.g. “Abbey”. Form and function values exist 489 

for all geographic features, and two views are availa-490 

ble in DLM_CORE for both form and function, which 491 

include both building and other non-building data, 492 

such as “Bog”, or “Woodland Deciduous” for form or 493 

“Battlefield” for function.  494 

Status represents the status of the building, e.g. 495 

‘Derelict’, ‘In Use’, “Under Construction”, “Pro-496 

posed”, “Dismantled”, “In Ruin”, “Site of” and “Dis-497 

used”. Status therefore has a relation to the life-cycle 498 

stage of the building. The ZOrder concept is for over-499 

lapping feature (e.g. bridges over rivers) and has one 500 

of three values a “1”, “-1” or “0”. The Building-501 

Number is a number for the building (i.e. a house num-502 

ber “42”). Building WaySegment links the building en-503 

trance to a road or some other feature using a GUID. 504 

The referenced feature is not represented in an ontol-505 

ogy and is not covered in this paper, only a reference 506 

to the GUID is maintained. The enumerated values, 507 

such as form, function and status, also have a direct 508 

numeric ID representation, are used to directly refer-509 

ence its value. The remaining concepts are related to 510 

who Captured the data e.g. the “OSi”, how the data 511 

 
2  https://docs.Oracle.com/data-

base/121/SPATL/sdo_geometry-object-type.htm 

was Changed e.g. “Re-engineered”, and who Vali-512 

dated this e.g. the “OSi”. Captured, Changed and 513 

Valid are assigned to geometric objects, to the form, 514 

function, status, etc. In the next section, the represen-515 

tation of these concepts in the ontology is described.  516 

5. OSi Building Ontology Development 517 

This section presents Step 2, which has resulted in 518 

the OSi building ontology specification to support the 519 

DLM_CORE Prime2 building data in two graphs; one 520 

graph representing the current building data (i.e. most 521 

recent), and another graph (a provenance graph) which 522 

stores all changes made to the building data. The pub-523 

lished ontology can be found here [52]. Fig. 3 gives an 524 

overview of the ontology, visualized in the Protégé 525 

tool.  526 

 527 
Fig. 3: OSi building ontology (viewed in Protégé) 528 

3 https://www.geodirectory.ie/ 
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https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/SPATL/sdo_geometry-object-type.htm
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Table 1 Used namespaces within this paper  529 

Prefix Namespace 

rdf http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns# 

osib http://ontologies.geohive.ie/osib# 

geo http://www.opengis.net/ont/geosparql# 

prov http://www.w3.org/ns/prov# 

acon http://ontologies.geohive.ie/accesscontol# 

xsd http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema# 

dbp http://dbpedia.org/ontology# 

Before we continue, we first present a list of 530 

namespaces used throughout this paper. The ontology 531 

imports both GeoSPARQL [53] and the PROV-O on-532 

tologies [14] following W3C data on the web best 533 

practices for reuse of available vocabularies [54]. The 534 

Building concept in the ontology is represented in the 535 

same way as OSi boundary data has been represented 536 

e.g. osib:Building is a subclass of the geo:Feature 537 

from the GeoSPARQL ontology [39]. GeoSPARQL is 538 

used to capture the geospatial coordinates of the build-539 

ing, as well as the polygon shape of the floor print, 540 

using Well-Known-Text (WKT) representations of 541 

polygons. Buildings are represented by two geome-542 

tries, their geolocation (WKT Point) and their foot-543 

print (WKT Polygon). The footprint is the geo:de-544 

faultGeometry. It should also be noted that Prime2 ge-545 

ometries are never more complex than Level of Detail 546 

LOD1 (in CityGML [55]), and these “3D” objects can 547 

be represented in WKT. For more complex building 548 

geometries (LOD2 and above), WKT may not be suf-549 

ficient and alternative methods will need to be found. 550 

The Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) can represent 551 

complex geometries, and can be linked directly 552 

through the mapping process, e.g. through an object 553 

property relationship osi:hasIfcOwlRepresentation, 554 

but how appropriate these methods are for RDF-based 555 

geometry representations is an open research question 556 

[3], [8], [9]. For Prime2, it remains a fact that Geo-557 

SPARQL is sufficient to represent the available 558 

Prime2 geometries.  559 

The OSi building ontology Form object property 560 

osi:defaultForm links it to its current enumerated 561 

Form value, osi:hasQualifiedForm which links it to 562 

the Building osi:QualifiedForm class and its object 563 

property osi:hasForm which inks it to a Form value, 564 

and the data property osi:hasID and an example enu-565 

meration value. osi:QualifiedForm is discussed in the 566 

later section on provenance. These classes and object 567 

and data properties are enough to express the building 568 

form as found in DLM_CORE. The same approach is 569 

used for Function and Status. The enumeration values 570 

for form, function and status are currently stored di-571 

rectly as instances in the ontology and 52 form, 145 572 

function and 8 status values are represented, as these 573 

are currently referenced by existing building entries. 574 

When considering mappings to vocabularies for Form 575 

and Function, we need to consider other non-geospa-576 

tial standards. For example, there is the US OmniClass 577 

[56] and UK Uniclass2 [57], both based on ISO 578 

12006-2 classification for construction [58], which 579 

provide classifications for Form. Neither of these 580 

though appears to be as detailed as the OSi Form clas-581 

sification. IFC provides a means to model classifica-582 

tion systems using IfcClassification, and could there-583 

fore provide additional semantics to the Form and 584 

Function concepts as defined in the OSi ontology 585 

through direct mappings to IfcClassification, e.g. us-586 

ing a hasIfcClassification property. 587 

The BuildingSmart Data Dictionary (BsDD) [59] 588 

(BuildingSmart also developed the IFC standard) is an 589 

ISO 12006-3 based ontology for the building and con-590 

struction industry, which includes tables from the Uni-591 

class classification system. This rich vocabulary of 592 

terms could also satisfy Form and Function concepts 593 

as defined by OSi. It is therefore important to be able 594 

to support interlinking of OSi data with IFC, if BIM 595 

integration is to be achieved. Status as mentioned pre-596 

viously has a relationship to the buildings life-cycle. 597 

Life cycle stage classifications are, similarly to form 598 

and function, often defined at a national level. ISO 599 

14040 defines life cycle assessment [60], and can po-600 

tentially be used as a basis for building life cycle 601 

stages. Here IfcClassification may once again be an 602 

appropriate method for defining these classifications, 603 

where no other existing vocabularies exist. Address in 604 

Prime2 is currently only a single geo_id value which 605 

references the GeoDirectory data store. More complex 606 

addresses can be represented also using, for example, 607 

the IfcPostalAddress property. 608 

5.1. OSi building data Provenance 609 

Publishing Linked Data that describes the evolution 610 

of building geometries and other attributes (form, 611 

function, way segment, etc.) requires consideration of 612 

recording the changed attributes and recording meta-613 

data about the change event itself, e.g. who authorized 614 

the change? Collectively this information is known as 615 

provenance or lineage. There are two aspects of this 616 

data that must be included in the Linked Data model 617 

of DLM_CORE: For capturing the metadata on 618 

changes, we have used PROV-O, the W3C Recom-619 

mendation for representing provenance, for handling 620 

the building Changed, Captured and Validation events 621 



recorded in DLM CORE (Prime2). Buildings are rep-622 

resented by two geometries, their geolocation (WKT 623 

Point) and their footprint (WKT Polygon). The foot-624 

print is the default geometry.  625 

For recoding the historical values of changed attrib-626 

utes we must include them in an extended part of the 627 

building data model for Linked Data. In addition, the 628 

requirement to be able to track and store old versions 629 

of datatype properties is not directly supported by 630 

W3C PROV-O due to the resource-oriented nature of 631 

RDF models. Hence all datatypes must be modelled as 632 

qualified types (an object instead of a value) to enable 633 

additional context, e.g., relation date, to be attached to 634 

them in the RDF model. An alternative here would be 635 

to make use of the Ontology for Property Management 636 

(OPM) [61]. OPM, which extends PROV-O, supports 637 

modelling evolving, interdependent properties in 638 

knowledge graphs with a specific focus on Architec-639 

ture, Construction and Engineering data. Future ver-640 

sions will examine OPM when aligning the OSi geo-641 

spatial data with more complex building product data.  642 

The current geospatial building data is stored in a 643 

default graph, provenance data is then stored in a sep-644 

arate provenance graph (see Fig. 4). In addition to the 645 

more complex qualified types e.g. the class osib:Qual-646 

ifiedForm and associated property osib:hasQualified-647 

Form, osib:defaultForm provides a simple accessor 648 

property which is included in the default graph and 649 

which corresponds to the current value of the property.  650 

This follows the pattern established by the OGC in 651 

their GeoSPARQL ontology with both a defaultGeom-652 

etry and hasGeometry property defined. All these as-653 

pects complicate the RDF (Linked Data) model and so 654 

they are stored in a second named graph (called “prov-655 

enance”) that complements the basic building infor-656 

mation stored in the default graph. To support creation 657 

of metadata about changes to building attribute values, 658 

such as geometry, form, function etc. a class is created 659 

in the ontology called “Building Change” which rep-660 

resents a Change activity, which is a subclass of 661 

prov:Activity. In addition, for all the enumerated types 662 

related to buildings attributes or provenance metadata 663 

have instances created as part of the schema. Hence 664 

each ‘form id’ column value found in DLM CORE has 665 

a named instance created.  666 

Fig. 4 illustrates the process of elaborating the 667 

buildings graph to add provenance information. We 668 

make a distinction in this figure between individuals 669 

and enumerated individuals, the latter of which are 670 

stored in the ontology. Using Form as an example, 671 

each building will have one or more osib:hasQuali-672 

fiedForm relationships which point to a osib:Quali-673 

fiedForm which points to a osib:Form value using 674 

osib:hasForm property. The osib:QualifiedForm also 675 

has the relationship prov:generatedAtTime which 676 

points to the ‘change date’ for that value and 677 

prov:wasGeneratedBy which points to a description of 678 

the provenance data.  679 

 680 
Fig. 4: Separation of Default and Provenance graph, here representing building Form 681 



The provenance data then has the properties 682 

prov:used which points at the unique building id of the 683 

building the Form value belongs, or belonged, 684 

osib:hasChangeCodeValue which points to an enu-685 

merated list of Change Code Values (e.g. “Reengi-686 

neered”), osib:hasCaptureSourceValue which points 687 

to an enumerated list of Capture Source Values (e.g. 688 

“OSi”) and prov:wasAssociatedWith which point to an 689 

enumerated list of Validation Authorities (e.g. “OSi”). 690 

Finally, the provenance also uses again the prov:gen-691 

eratedAtDate which points to the change data. 692 

6. R2RML Mappings for OSi building ontology  693 

This section describes step 3, the development of 694 

the R2RML mappings, as applied to the DLM_CORE 695 

(Prime2) buildings and their evolution. These map-696 

pings enable the execution of step 4, the generation of 697 

RDF from the DLM_CORE data, which is stored in an 698 

Oracle 12c database, which includes building data de-699 

scribing the form, function, status, way segment, as 700 

well as the building geometry (both point and 2D pol-701 

ygon footprints). The mappings result in two graphs, a 702 

default graph which contains the most recent values 703 

for the building and a graph related to provenance data, 704 

i.e. a record of all the changes made to the building 705 

data. The mappings use the OSi building ontology to 706 

describe concepts, or alternatively direct mappings are 707 

specified in the R2RML mapping where these con-708 

cepts are not explicitly included within the ontology, 709 

e.g. for provenance entities. The rationale and use of 710 

blank nodes and URNs are also discussed in relation 711 

to the representation of building geometries. The map-712 

pings are encoded in R2RML and consist of two parts: 713 

− 1) A set of SQL queries to extract relevant build-714 

ing data from Oracle, and 715 

− 2) A corresponding set of templates describing 716 

how the extracted data is transformed into RDF. 717 

The SQL queries serve two purposes, a) to select 718 

the correct data from the correct tables in 719 

DLM_CORE and b) to filter the data so that we can 720 

create two different graphs. The way data is stored in 721 

DLM_CORE means that every concept (geometries, 722 

form, function, status, etc.) has a ‘change date’ column 723 

(which indicates if a change took place). All buildings 724 

which have a change to any concept, will have more 725 

than one row in the table. Therefore, all buildings with 726 

one row can be filtered and added to the default graph 727 

using the “Current Buildings without Changes” map-728 

ping. For data which has undergone a change, we must 729 

then use the “Current Buildings with Changes” map-730 

pings to filter only those with more than one row, and 731 

which have also undergone a change (this is done on a 732 

concept by concept mapping). Finally, for the prove-733 

nance graph a set of “All Building Changes” mappings 734 

are needed. This uses a similar approach as for “Cur-735 

rent Building with Changes” to filter all buildings with 736 

more than one row and return those concepts which 737 

have differences in their ‘change date’ values. For an 738 

overview of these three types of mappings, see Table 739 

1. The next subsections describe these mappings and 740 

their results in more detail. Before though we briefly 741 

describe the rationale for using URNs. 742 

6.1. Use of URNs 743 

In the initial variations of the OSi Building ontol-744 

ogy, geometries are handled using blank nodes. This 745 

was a decision made to prevent linking to the geome-746 

try of a feature rather than the feature itself. Blank 747 

nodes prevent this as they have no URI, but become 748 

an issue when managing provenance, because it be-749 

comes impossible for a provenance graph to point di-750 

rectly to a geometry if it is represented as a blank node. 751 

As it is necessary to store multiple geometric repre-752 

sentations, the decision was made to move away from 753 

blank nodes to the use of URNs. An URN provides a 754 

unique identifier for a geometry, but does not allow an 755 

agent to obtain that resource with HTTP - hence it can-756 

not be linked to as per Linked Data principles. A typi-757 

cal example of a URN is 758 

<urn:osi:geom:pnt:41c117b0a6e94625a33358724f9e759 

8d9b1622007-04-26T00:00:00> which gives an indi-760 

cation of the type of geometry “pnt”, its GUID 761 

“41c117b0a6e94625a33358724f9e8d9b162” and its 762 

creation date “2007-04-26T00:00:00”.  763 

It should be noted, that more recent developments 764 

around building geometry have seen the creation of 765 

two potential standards for managing  representation 766 

of multiple geometries; the Ontology for Managing 767 

Geometry (OMG) and File Ontology for Geometry 768 

formats (FOG) ontologies, which [62], [63]. Future 769 

work will explore whether such approaches can be de-770 

ployed to manage provenance in geometric data.  771 

6.2. OSi Building Default Graph Mappings 772 

This default graph only records the current or most 773 

up to date representation of the building (i.e. it omits 774 

the history of changes). Hence in this section we focus 775 

on those mappings to convert the DLM_CORE build-776 

ing data that represents the current (most recent entry) 777 

values for Buildings in the Oracle database, into RDF.  778 

 779 



 780 
Table 1 An overview of the three mappings resulting in two graphs, with description  781 

Graph and Mapping Name Mapping Description 

Default Graph: Current Build-

ings without Changes 

This mapping converts all current buildings which only have at most one entry (i.e 

have undergone no changes) 

Default Graph Current Build-

ings with Changes 

These mappings (one for each value that can undergo a change e.g. Poly and Point 

Geometry, Function, Form, etc.) convert all buildings which have undergone a change 

for that particular concept by searching for all CHANGE_DATE with more than one 

unique value for a unique Building which has more than one entry/row in the data base. 

I.e. if Building 001 has more than one entry, the FORM mapping will search for all 

FORM_CHANGE_DATE for Building 001 and if there is more than one unique value, 

this has undergone a chance. It then returns the most recent Building row, based on 

that date.  

Provenance Graph 

All Building Changes 

These mappings (one for each value that can undergo a change e.g. Poly and Point 

Geometry, Function, Form, etc.) record all changes. I.e. if a concept has undergone a 

change, a provenance graph is created to capture a history of those changes based on 

the mappings.  
782 

Listing 1 provides a sample of the RDF output of 783 

the results of this mapping for the building with GUID 784 

‘babc6b00-bf32-4821-983a-5de8247c3367’ with an 785 

RDF type of geosparql:Feature and osib:Building.  786 

This RDF contains the current values for a build-787 

ings Form, Function, Status. The most recent form 788 

value is associated with building through the osib:de-789 

faultForm relationship as defined in the OSi building 790 

ontology. Each form value represents an instance de-791 

fined directly in the ontology used to represent an enu-792 

merated list of values. This defines the extent of the 793 

descriptions for the form value. A similar mapping ap-794 

proach for building function and status is used. The 795 

WaySegment concept is given its own URI to enable 796 

extensions which will model WaySegments in a simi-797 

lar fashion to buildings. Currently, its URI points only 798 

to a string GUID for the WaySegment. Geometry, as 799 

described earlier, uses named graphs to represent the 800 

geometries, which have a unique URN based in the 801 

format.  802 

 803 
Listing 1: Resulting RDF (turtle) from R2RML mapping for “Qualified Form", i.e. all Form values  804 

 805 

@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>. 

@prefix osib: <http://ontologies.geohive.ie/osib#>. 

@prefix prov: <http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#>. 

@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>. 

@prefix geo: <http://www.opengis.net/ont/geosparql#>. 

@prefix res: <http://data.geohive.ie/resource/building#>. 

 

res:babc6b00-bf32-4821-983a-5de8247c3367 a osib:Building ; 

  rdf:type geo:Feature ; 

  osib:hasQualifiedForm res:form/babc6b00-bf32-4821-983a-5de8247c3367:2017-05-09T00:00:00Z,  

  res:form/babc6b00-bf32-4821-983a-5de8247c3367:2012-01-01T00:00:00Z . 

 

res:form/babc6b00-bf32-4821-983a-5de8247c3367:2012-01-01T00:00:00Z> 

  osib:hasForm osib:form55 ; 

  prov:generatedAtTime "2012-01-01T12:00:00Z"^^xsd:dateTime ; 

  prov:wasGeneratedBy res:prov/form/change/babc6b00-bf32-4821-983a-5de8247c3367:2012-01-01T00:00:00 . 
 



 806 
Listing 2: Resulting RDF from R2RML mapping for Form PROV-O Change Activity. 807 

 808 
That URN then is of type GeoSPARQL Geometry 809 

and has an asWKT representation of its geometry 810 

“POLYGON ((-6.16185506340804 811 

53.4527688443413, -6.16180583892863 812 

53.4527573549846, -6.16181520476239 813 

53.4527430642236, -6.16175026781616 814 

53.4527279085594, -6.16169339287773 815 

53.4528147481574, -6.16180829989031 816 

53.4528415664877, -6.16185506340804 817 

53.4527688443413))". 818 

The mappings used for point geometry are used for 819 

polygon geometries with the exception that poly is 820 

represented using the defaultGeometry predicate. The 821 

“Current Buildings with Changes” mappings map the 822 

data in this same way. The difference here is that the 823 

queries must be run for every concept which can 824 

change over time, and for those concepts which have 825 

one or more ‘change dates’ with dissimilar values, all 826 

values are taken for the most recent ‘change date’ 827 

building. Next, we briefly describe some of the prop-828 

erties of these queries. 829 

 
4 https://spatialreference.org/ref/epsg/ 

6.3. Oracle Queries for Managing Building Data 830 

To enable data mapping within oracle, it was neces-831 

sary to develop a suite of SQL queries. This section 832 

briefly describes the use of Oracle queries within the 833 

mappings. Listing 3 gives the R2RML mapping to 834 

query Oracle SDO geometries. These are converted 835 

into a WKT character object (CHAR) with a WGS84 836 

coordinate system. In Oracle, this has a coordinate ref-837 

erence system id (EPSG4 SRID) value of 43265. List-838 

ing 4 gives the R2RML mapping to return all values 839 

for a concept (e.g. form) from a table (i.e. the table 840 

with the polygon footprint) that have undergone a 841 

change. In this example only those buildings which 842 

have two or more entries are selected using the group 843 

and count Oracle commands. Here we see the Oracle 844 

date converted into the format “YYYY-MM-DD” and 845 

appended with the string “T00:00:00Z” to the end so 846 

that it adheres to W3C Provenance data standard, as 847 

the required format is xsd:dateTime which mandates 848 

that a time be specified also.  849 

5 https://epsg.io/4326 

@prefix osib: <http://ontologies.geohive.ie/osib#>. 

@prefix prov: <http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#>. 

@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>. 

@prefix res: <http://data.geohive.ie/resource/building#>. 

 

res:prov/form/change/babc6b00-bf32-4821-983a-5de8247c3367:2017-05-09T00:00:00Z 

  osib:hasCaptureSourceValue osib:capture1 ; 

  osib:hasChangeCodeValue osib:change7 ; 

  prov:generatedAtTime "2017-05-09T00:00:00Z"^^xsd:dateTime ; 

  prov:used osib:babc6b00-bf32-4821-983a-5de8247c3367 ; 

  prov:wasAssociatedWith osib:validationAuthority1 . 

 

res:prov/form/change/babc6b00-bf32-4821-983a-5de8247c3367:2012-01-01T00:00:00Z 

  osib:hasCaptureSourceValue osib:Capture1 ; 

  osib:hasChangeCodeValue osib:Change7 ; 

  prov:generatedAtTime "2012-0101T00:00:00Z"^^xsd:dateTime ; 

  prov:used osib:babc6b00-bf32-4821-983a-5de8247c3367 ; 

  prov:wasAssociatedWith osib:ValidationAuthority1 . 
 

https://spatialreference.org/ref/epsg/
https://epsg.io/4326


850 
Listing 3: A query to select and convert all geometries 851 

into WKT for a particular form and function 852 

 853 
Listing 4: A query to select all values of a concept (e.g. 854 
form) where a building has undergone a change (i.e. 855 

greater than one entry) 856 

We have chosen the 12:00:00 hour time for all en-857 

tries as no time data is provided. In the default graph 858 

the xsd:dateTime value is not needed, but is needed in 859 

the provenance graph, the mappings of which are de-860 

scribed next. 861 

6.4. OSi Building Provenance Graph  862 

As discussed in section 5.1, the provenance data for 863 

buildings is recorded in a separate graph, called the 864 

provenance graph, which records when a building 865 

property value (e.g. Form, Function, Geometry) was 866 

changed, the type of change activity that was con-867 

ducted, who captured the change and the validation 868 

authority who validated the change. Each Qualified-869 

Form value is recorded using the hasQualifiedForm 870 

predicate, associating a QualifiedForm with a unique 871 

Building. The QualifiedForm then points to an enu-872 

merated Form instance, which records the value of 873 

Form. QualifiedForm is also associated with an OSi 874 

Change Activity, which is of type PROV-O Activity, 875 

and which is associated using the prov:wasGenerat-876 

 
6 https://opengogs.adaptcentre.ie/debruync/r2rml 
7 http://ontologies.geohive.ie/building/osib 

edBy. The QualifiedForm also includes a prov:gener-877 

atedAtTime value, which is taken from the ‘change 878 

date’ value for that concept.  879 

The PROV-O Change Activity for capturing the 880 

Form value is associated to the Building it references 881 

by the prov:used predicate. The Change Activity rec-882 

ords the ‘change code’ using the OSi building ontol-883 

ogy hasChangeCodeValue predicate. This points di-884 

rectly at an enumerated value for recording the type of 885 

change activity. Similarly the osib:hasCapture-886 

SourceValue records the ‘capture source’. The valida-887 

tion authority is recorded using the prov:wasAssociat-888 

edWith predicate. Finally, the Change Activity also in-889 

cludes a prov:generatedAtTime value, which again is 890 

taken from the concatenated ‘change date’ value for 891 

that concept. Listing 4 shows the results of the map-892 

ping for Building GUID ‘babc6b00-bf32-4821-983a-893 

5de8247c3367’. As can be seen, there are two Form 894 

entries, recorded here as QualifiedForm generate-895 

dAtTime ‘2012-01-01T12:00:00Z’ and ‘2017-05-896 

09T12:00:00Z’. These both point to a PROV-O 897 

Change Activity as shown in Listing 4, and records 898 

that they have hasChangeCodeValue Change7, 899 

hasCaptureSourceValue Capture1 and wasAssociat-900 

edWith validationAuthority1. The enumerated values 901 

are available in the OSi building ontology are “Reen-902 

gineered”, “OSi” and “OSi” respectively.  903 

6.5. Generating the RDF 904 

Once the ontology and mappings have been defined, 905 

and the RDF generated, the next step (step 4) is to ex-906 

ecute an openly available R2RML processor6 which 907 

reads in the R2RML file, and connects to the Oracle 908 

database, and queries the data, converting it to RDF. 909 

This is all managed through the definition of a simple 910 

configuration file, which specifies inputs, outputs, and 911 

the source of the data (which can be csv files, or a re-912 

lational database). The resulting RDF is uploaded to a 913 

triplestore. In the next sections we describe the de-914 

ployment (relating to step 5) and then services for ac-915 

cessing the data.  916 

7. OSi building data Deployment and Access 917 

Control 918 

The ontology is deployed on the OSi servers7, and 919 

a subset of the Prime2 RDF is available publicly8. To 920 

store the RDF locally, there are several triplestores 921 

8 http://data.geohive.ie/downloadAndQuery.html 

select  
replace(GUID,'-', '')as GUID,  replace(GUID,'-', '')as 
GUID, TO_CHAR(SDO_UTIL.TO_WKTGEOME-
TRY(SDO_CS.TRANSFORM(SEGMENT, 4326))) AS 
GEOM, 
to_char(nvl(pnt_geom_change_date, '01-01-1921'), 
'yyyy-mm-dd')||'T'||to_char(nvl(pnt_geom_change_date, 
'01-01-1921'), 'hh24:mi:ss') as GEOM_CHANGE_DATE, 
FORM_ID, 
FUNC_ID 
from TABLE_NAME where FORM_ID = 16 and 
FUNC_ID = 632 

select  
GUID,  
(TO_CHAR(DATE, 'YYYY-MM-DD'),':T12:00:00') as 
CONCAT_DATE, VALUE_ID 
from ( 

select * from TABLE_NAME 
where guid IN  

(select guid from TABLE_NAME 
group by guid having count(*) >1)  

Group by guid, TO_CHAR(DATE, 'YYYY-MM-
DD') having count(*) <2 

)  
 

https://opengogs.adaptcentre.ie/debruync/r2rml
http://ontologies.geohive.ie/building/osib
http://data.geohive.ie/downloadAndQuery.html


that currently support geospatial functions, e.g. Stra-922 

bon and Fuseki (both difficult to set up), or Stardog 923 

(requires a license for geospatial support), Parliament 924 

is recommended due to ease of set up and its open li-925 

cense. Using the Parliament web client, the RDF is up-926 

loaded to the triplestore, SPARQL queries can then be 927 

enacted over the available endpoint. To support geo-928 

spatial functions, the RDF must be indexed first. The 929 

building data is not made available publicly, but in-930 

stead relies on a licensing agreement to enable access. 931 

This access is governed by an access control approach.  932 

We developed a new access control approach for 933 

geospatial Linked Data and developed a prototype im-934 

plementation of this approach. The purpose of this ac-935 

cess control approach and implementation is to ensure 936 

that customers can only access the portions of the 937 

building data that they have purchased a license for 938 

and ensure they cannot access data they have not paid 939 

for. This approach and implementation consist of five 940 

main components which are discussed individually 941 

below: (i) an Access Control Model which is used to 942 

model licenses and templates; (ii) a RESTful API; (iii) 943 

a Template Selector component; (iv) a Template Ana-944 

lyzer component; (v) a Query Processor component. 945 

The prototype implementation is a web application, 946 

implemented in Python, hosted on an Apache web 947 

server. This communicates with the Parliament triple 948 

store hosting the OSi building data. The licenses and 949 

templates that are created as part of our access control 950 

approach are also stored in separate named graphs in 951 

the triple store. A high-level architecture diagram of 952 

the access control implementation is presented in Fig. 953 

5 below [64]. 954 

The access control model is an OWL vocabulary 955 

that was developed to model both licenses and tem-956 

plates as part of our approach. The license section of 957 

the model is used to capture the details a customer will 958 

be able to access. It also captures information such as 959 

when the license is due to expire and how many times 960 

it may be used in conjunction with a template to re-961 

trieve data. In addition, a license also captures which 962 

existing templates are permissible to be used with it. 963 

In Fig. 6 below we display an overview of the license 964 

portion of the access control model. 965 

 966 
Fig. 5: High Level Architecture of our Access Control Im-967 

plementation 968 

 969 
 970 

Fig. 6: License Portion of the Access Control Model 971 

A license instance will be of class acon:License. A 972 

license is linked to an owner via the acon:license-973 

Owner property. The acon:queryExecutionNumber 974 

property indicates the remaining number of times a li-975 

cense can be used to execute a template. The acon:li-976 

censeExpiryDate property indicates the license expiry 977 

date. The acon:templateAllowed property is used to 978 

link the templates that are allowed to be used with a 979 

license (which is automatically added by the Template 980 

Selector component). A license can have multiple 981 

acon:LicenseFields and these can have multiple 982 

acon:licenseFieldValues. The access control model 983 

contains multiple sub-classes of the acon:Li-984 

censeField class, specialized for geospatial data which 985 

are used to explicitly capture what a license field spec-986 

ifies.   987 

The template section of the access control model is 988 

concerned with modelling how data can be accessed. 989 

This is done through linking a SPARQL query, which 990 

contains place holder variables, to a template. The 991 

template explicitly models each placeholder variable, 992 

specifying the range of values that a variable can con-993 

tain. Fig. 7 displays an overview of the template sec-994 

tion of the access control model. A template instance 995 

will be of class acon:Template. The acon:templateDe-996 

scription property is used to link a description of a 997 

templates functionality. The acon:query property is 998 

used to link a SPARQL query to a template. 999 

 1000 
Fig. 7: Template Portion of the Access Control Model 1001 



The SPARQL query is represented as a string and 1002 

the placeholders within the query take the form of 1003 

$variable1, $variable2 and so on.  1004 

The acon:TemplateVariable class is used to model 1005 

the variables within a query and are linked to a tem-1006 

plate instance via the acon:hasVariable property. Var-1007 

iables have an order number, linked via the acon:var-1008 

iableOrder property. The acon:variableExpression 1009 

property is used to link the values that are allowed for 1010 

a variable placeholder, to a variable. 1011 

7.1. RESTful API 1012 

Access to data using our access control approach is 1013 

achieved through a RESTful API call. We support two 1014 

types of call: a ‘status’ call and a ‘query’ call. The pur-1015 

pose of the status call is so a user can check their status 1016 

with regard to valid licenses they possess and to find 1017 

out which templates are usable with each license (as 1018 

well as a description and basic instructions on the use 1019 

of the templates). The status call will invoke the tem-1020 

plate processor component. In a status call, a user must 1021 

specify their user ID: http://localhost/acon/sta-1022 

tus/{userID}. 1023 

The purpose of a query call is for a user to access 1024 

data. The query call will invoke the template analyzer 1025 

and query processor components. In a query call a user 1026 

must specify their user ID, the license they wish to use, 1027 

the template they wish to use and the variable values 1028 

for the template. This way the user accessing the data 1029 

does not need to know the SPARQL query language 1030 

to access the data. An example of a query is shown in 1031 

Listing 5.  1032 

http://localhost/acon/query/{userID}/{LicenseID}/{Tem-
plateID}?variable1={variable_1_value}&variable2={varia-

ble_2_value}&variableN={variable_N_value} 

Listing 5. Sample SPARQL query 1033 

7.2. Template Selector Component 1034 

The template selector component discovers which 1035 

of the existing templates are allowed to be used by a 1036 

user, based on the licenses they possess. This is done 1037 

through analyzing a user’s licenses and any existing 1038 

templates. The license fields are checked against each 1039 

variable of each template to see if a license field is al-1040 

lowable. If a license field is allowable for each varia-1041 

ble in a template, then that template can be used with 1042 

that license. The template selector component also en-1043 

sures that a license has not expired and it has at least 1044 

one query execution left. When the analysis of the 1045 

template selector is complete, it creates a link between 1046 

licenses and templates via the acon:templateAllowed 1047 

property. In addition, the template selector component 1048 

also returns a message to the user, which indicates 1049 

which templates can be used for each of their li-1050 

cense(s), the description for a template and a descrip-1051 

tion of how to use each template (i.e. what can be spec-1052 

ified for a templates variables).  1053 

7.3. Template Analyzer Component 1054 

The template analyzer component validates a query 1055 

call. This component ensures that the details specified 1056 

in a query call are correct according to the values al-1057 

lowable by the variables of the template specified and 1058 

also allowable according to the user’s license specified. 1059 

If any of the details specified in the query call are not 1060 

allowable, then an error is returned to the user and the 1061 

implementation proceeds no further. If all the details 1062 

specified in the query call are allowable, then the 1063 

query processor component is next invoked. 1064 

7.4. Query Processor Component 1065 

The query processor component is invoked by the 1066 

template analyzer component after it has checked and 1067 

validated all the details specified in a query call are 1068 

allowable. The query processor component retrieves 1069 

the SPARQL query associated with the template spec-1070 

ified in the query call. From there it substitutes the var-1071 

iable values (specified in the query call) into the place 1072 

holders in the SPARQL query. The query processor 1073 

component then sends the query for execution to the 1074 

SPARQL processor, retrieves the results and return 1075 

them to the user. Once the data is available, it can be 1076 

explored how to interlink it with other building data 1077 

sources to enrich the data provided by OSi, such as an 1078 

IFC file, DBpedia data and open governmental data. 1079 

 1080 



Fig. 8 GeoSPARQL to locate features near DBpe-1081 

dias “Board Gáis Energy Theater” in Dublin  1082 

8. Interlinking Building Data  1083 

In this section three use cases (Fig. 9) are presented 1084 

which make use of GeoSPARQL to support the inter-1085 

linking of different data sets which contain building 1086 

information with OSi building data.  1087 

8.1. Interlinking with DBpedia data.  1088 

In [65] an example of linking OSi building data 1089 

with DBpedia data has been demonstrated through the 1090 

use of a SPARQL construct query (Listing 6) for add-1091 

ing GeoSPARQL WKT geometries to DBpedia build-1092 

ings, and then running a ‘nearby’ Geospatial function 1093 

(this function is supported by the Stardog [47] triple-1094 

store) to return all buildings within a certain geo-1095 

graphic area.  shows the result of this query run on 1096 

YASGUI [66]. This data integration supports the en-1097 

richment of OSi building data, which includes a poly-1098 

gon footprint, form and function with other data avail-1099 

able on DBpedia, such as the architect of the building 1100 

(see Fig. 8), its address, opening date, seating capacity, 1101 

etc. Even in this simple example, which only looked 1102 

at one building, it can be seen that this type of integra-1103 

tion can support building data enrichment. 1104 

PREFIX ge: <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#> 

PREFIX geo: http://www.opengis.net/ont/geo-

sparql# 

PREFIX dbp: http://dbpedia.org/ontology/ 
 

CONSTRUCT {  

?s geo:hasGeometry [geos:asWKT ?point ] . 
} 

WHERE  

{ 
?s a dbo:Place. 

?s  

dbo:locationCountry <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Repub-
lic_of_Ireland>. 

?s dbp:latd ?lat . 

?s dbp:longd ?long .  
bind( STRDT(concat("POINT(", ?lat , " ", ?long, ")"),  

geo:wktLiteral) as ?point) 

} 

Listing 6. Query to map DBpedia to GeoSPARQL 1105 

 1106 
Fig. 9: Uplift of building data into GeoSPARQL to support interlinking 1107 



8.2. Interlinking with IFC data.  1108 

More recent work examined specific issues related 1109 

to integration of IFC data with geospatial data, such as 1110 

that provided by the OSi, and the particular issues re-1111 

lated to integration of different geometric representa-1112 

tions between the geospatial and BIM domains [8]. In 1113 

[50] and [9], the conversion of ifcOWL geometries 1114 

into GeoSPARQL, as well as other non-geospatial ge-1115 

ometries, such as OBJ files, has been developed. This 1116 

approach demonstrated the alignment of IFC geome-1117 

try with its geospatial equivalent, enabling the geotag-1118 

ging of all building elements which have a geometric 1119 

representation in the IFC model. The challenge re-1120 

mains with IFC that the Longitude and Latitude is not 1121 

aligned with the origin of the Cartesian coordinate sys-1122 

tem used to represent the buildings geometry. Meth-1123 

ods for aligning two WKT geometries are therefore 1124 

being explored.  1125 

Fig. 10 gives an example of the use of a Geo-1126 

SPARQL function geo:sfOverlaps to match geome-1127 

tries that overlap. This has the potential to support 1128 

building matching with the combination of additional 1129 

properties, that is, where two buildings do not align 1130 

correctly. Using the additional footprint area, a 1131 

SPARQL filter function returns results based on the 1132 

filter condition. Two filter conditions specify that the 1133 

two returned building WKT geometries overlap and 1134 

that the calculated area of one WKT polygon is within 1135 

+/- 25% the area of the overlapping polygon. Both 1136 

aligned polygons, representing the same physical 1137 

building, are returned if these two filter conditions are 1138 

met. The two WKT geometries are taken from an 1139 

ifcOWL model and another from a Building Topology 1140 

Ontology (BOT) model [67]. 1141 

Once the data is available, it can be interlinked it 1142 

with other building data sources to enrich the data pro-1143 

vided by OSi, such as an IFC file, DBpedia data and 1144 

open governmental data. By combining OSi data and 1145 

IFC, a much richer set of building data becomes avail-1146 

able for querying. This approach also supports more 1147 

complex queries over multiple data sets, for example 1148 

DBpedia. Ultimately, the goal is to develop a method 1149 

for querying large data sets of building and building 1150 

related data, based upon the authoritative geometries 1151 

and URIs which are available through the OSi. 1152 

This makes it possible to execute queries which re-1153 

turn subsets of open data, along with licensing infor-1154 

mation for data which is considered to have some 1155 

commercial value. Current work is examining the con-1156 

version of IFC geometries of floors and spaces into 1157 

WKT, a representation supported by GeoSPARQL, 1158 

thus enabling the full power of geospatial functions for 1159 

SPARQL queries, such as nearby, within, touches, etc. 1160 

which can support queries related to energy efficiency, 1161 

navigation, building control, etc. This work must take 1162 

into consideration the complex relationships with IFC 1163 

to support the geometric representation of these com-1164 

ponents [9]. 1165 

 1166 
Fig. 10: SPARQL to detect possible alignments between overlapping building geometries. Screenshot is taken from YASGUI, 1167 

the Geo results page draws the ifcOWL (red) and BOT (green) geometries. 1168 



8.3. Interlinking with Irish open data.  1169 

As part of Ireland’s open data strategy for 2017-1170 

20229, the Irish government has launched data.gov.ie 1171 

which has over 8,800 open data sets published. These 1172 

can be downloaded in a range of formats, including 1173 

JSON, CSV and XML. Some of these data sets also 1174 

have geospatial coordinates provided. In [10] three 1175 

data.gov.ie open data sets were converted into RDF 1176 

using R2RML. Next a WebApp called “GViz” was de-1177 

veloped to support the querying of these data sets us-1178 

ing configurable GeoSPARQL queries through a 1179 

WebGL & Google Maps interface. This work demon-1180 

strated that simple to use interfaces, built upon Web of 1181 

Data technologies, can provide integrated data on 1182 

buildings, such as data from data.gov.ie and OSi, 1183 

which can be queried by non-expert users. Such inter-1184 

faces can provide a basis for querying and integrating 1185 

data sets, through processes such as the alignment pro-1186 

cess described in [9].    1187 

In [68], the OSi authoritative geometry building 1188 

data set was interlinked with the Irish Central Statis-1189 

tics Office (CSO)10 data. This work mainly explored 1190 

mappings to datasets using the RDF Data Cube Vo-1191 

cabulary [69], a W3C standardized vocabulary for the 1192 

publication of multi-dimensional (statistical) datasets. 1193 

This paper presented the development of the OSi 1194 

Prime2 building ontology and the methodology for 1195 

generating the OSi building RDF for both the default 1196 

(current) building values, and historical (change) val-1197 

ues.  1198 

 1199 

Fig. 11: Polygon area based selection using GViz 1200 

 
9 https://www.gov.ie/pdf/6572/?page=1  

The geometric data is published using GeoSPARQL, 1201 

which also supports additional geospatial functions 1202 

within SPARQL queries. The addition of this geospa-1203 

tial building data allows one to analyze, link, explore, 1204 

and even build data analysis applications on top of 1205 

several datasets using Semantic Web technologies. In 1206 

the following section, we discuss some of our major 1207 

findings with respect to the approach taken, and chal-1208 

lenges met.   1209 

9. Discussion 1210 

In general, the Linked Data tools and approach has 1211 

proven itself to meet the requirements for the publish-1212 

ing of geospatial data. Despite this, when building the 1213 

OSi ontology and deployment workflow the following 1214 

limitations of the Linked Data approach were found: 1215 

1. Complexity of ifcOWL models. The compo-1216 

nent geometry-based models of IFC are very 1217 

powerful but increase complexity beyond the 1218 

level appropriate for typical Linked Data users. 1219 

2. Dominance of WGS84 co-ordinate system in 1220 

non-specialist web data standards. The OSi 1221 

data natively uses the ITM (Irish Transverse 1222 

Mercator) co-ordinate system and since this is 1223 

supported by GeoSPARQL’s WKT encoding it 1224 

is possible to publish the Linked Data as ITM 1225 

but for typical Linked Data consumers this is 1226 

likely to be a barrier to adoption due to the 1227 

dominance of WGS84 as a baseline in non-spe-1228 

cialist international Web standards such as 1229 

those by the W3C. The impact of this remains 1230 

to be seen. Linked Data based on the Geo-1231 

SPARQL model does enable both representa-1232 

tions to be published simultaneously but at a 1233 

great cost in storage and potentially bandwidth 1234 

(given the verbose WKT representation). 1235 

3. Tool immaturity can still cause development 1236 

bottlenecks. Some platforms we used natively 1237 

support advanced Linked Data features such as 1238 

R2RML but most deployments have not 1239 

stretched them to national scale use cases and 1240 

so ongoing vendor support is essential to avoid 1241 

development delays. 1242 

4. Political and commercial considerations 1243 

around open data. Since Linked Data is 1244 

strongly associated with the Open Data move-1245 

ment it can create communication challenges 1246 

around the deployment of Linked Data systems, 1247 

especially where commercially sensitive data is 1248 

10 https://www.cso.ie/en/index.html 

https://www.gov.ie/pdf/6572/?page=1
https://www.cso.ie/en/index.html


concerned. Our access control solution was de-1249 

veloped in partial response to this concern. 1250 

10. Conclusion and Future Work 1251 

The R2RML mappings presented in this paper are 1252 

developed for managing OSi building data and are 1253 

based upon the OSi ontology, GeoSPARQL and the 1254 

W3C PROV-O ontology. The resulting data sets 1255 

should satisfy current capabilities for querying both 1256 

the present building values, their geometry using geo-1257 

spatial functions, as well as historical values based 1258 

upon selection criteria, such as the date, who captured 1259 

the data, the types of capture activity and who vali-1260 

dated the data. This can be achieved for all concepts 1261 

modelled within the ontology, such as Geometry 1262 

(point and poly), Function, Form, Status, Address, 1263 

WaySegment, ZOrder and Building Number. As not 1264 

all OSi building data is currently open, and depends 1265 

on a license, the paper also presented a method for 1266 

querying data based on licensing information. This al-1267 

lows queries which hide sensitive or restricted build-1268 

ing data. 1269 

The feasibility of the approach has been demon-1270 

strated through the integration of OSi building data 1271 

with, DBpedia data, IFC data and Central Statistics 1272 

Office data. To further support access to building data, 1273 

we believe it is of key importance to create this author-1274 

itative basis for developing integrated data on build-1275 

ings, which can be linked to. OSi can provide just such 1276 

a data hub, and OSi URIs for buildings and features 1277 

can become the central hub in the Rep. of Ireland for 1278 

integrating BIM data.  1279 

Future work will explore linking the data with some 1280 

OWL models to further validate the approach and ini-1281 

tial work has been begun in this respect [9]. Also being 1282 

explored are the use of flat geometries to describe 1283 

building floor plans (on a storey by storey basis), 1284 

which can then be published and shared to support in-1285 

door navigation, control and energy management. Of 1286 

interest also is the integration of more complex geom-1287 

etries, as GeoSPARQL currently does not support 3D 1288 

geometries and parallel work is exploring how multi-1289 

ple geometric representations and coordination sys-1290 

tems can be maintained for buildings. Finally, work is 1291 

underway to create a more generic ontology to manage 1292 

form and function for geospatial and building data and 1293 

which builds on existing classification systems such as 1294 

OmniClass and Uniclass, called Geoff.   1295 
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